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The Guardian newspaper on 10 
February had an article about 
the effect on mental health of 
the rapid spread of information 
about the global problem of 
ecological damage, especially 
about the climate crisis that is 
creating “climate anxiety”. Here 
are a few extracts from the 
Guardian article: 

 
Advice for parents on dealing with eco-anxiety 
 
Experts are becoming increasingly concerned about the psychological effect of the 
escalating emergency – the strain it is putting on people’s mental wellbeing, 
especially the young .… there is no way to completely shield young people from the 
reality of the climate crisis …. parents should talk to their children about their 
concerns and help them feel empowered to take action – however small – that can 
make a difference …. The cure to climate anxiety is the same as the cure for climate 
change – action. It is about getting out and doing something that helps. 

1. Remember that you do not need to be a climate expert to learn together if 
your child asks a question you can’t answer immediately: “Let me look into 
that so I can answer it properly.” 

2. Try to validate, rather than minimise, children’s emotions If children express 
anxiety, it’s much better to say: “It’s OK to feel worried. Here is what we can 
do about it,” than to say: “Don’t worry. It’s all fine.” But always try to support 
this emotion with suggestions for positive action. 

3. Negative information hits harder Try to balance one piece of negative news 
with three pieces of positive news. Have some examples of good climate-
related news ready – for example, successful conservation projects. 

4. For younger children, keep it local and tangible Suggest litter picks and 
school events. For teenagers, encourage them to stay connected at a wider 
level – help them write to their MP, take part in protests and join local 
communities and campaigns. 

5. Set practical goals as a family and follow through Record and celebrate your 
climate successes together (even a piece of paper on the fridge door). 
Reinforce the message that small actions can make a big difference. 
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